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Abstract Rapid increase in Internet worldwide users is leading a trend towards
grand geographical distributed systems. Content Distribution Networks (CDNs)
are one of the popular large scale distributed systems managing around 40con-
tribution in CO2 footprint, it is very important to manage resources efficiently
and to control energy consumption in CDNs. Though different studies propose
solutions to reduce energy consumption but there is less concentration on analyz-
ing energy consumption and resource utilization. In this paper we have evaluated
resource utilization and ultimately energy consumption under different scenarios.
We have proposed utilization-aware energy consumption model. We have consid-
ered one of the most popular request redirection policy i.e. load- balance. Quality
of Experience (QoE) metrics like overall delay in client requests completion and
dropped requests are also evaluated. Extensive simulation is performed by vary-
ing CDN infrastructure size, client requests traffic volume and intensity of end
user requests.
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1 Introduction

During last few years, there is explosive increase in Internet users as shown in Figure
1. These users are dispersed geographically all over the world. This rapid increase created
a need to distribute services at a large scale. Also these systems should be powerful and
scalable enough to accommodate widely spread users. This motivated researchers and orga-
nizations to introduce large and effective systems. This change caused a trend towards large
scale distributed systems. These systems require a huge amount of resources to perform
their operations. All these resources need power to work. As a result, a big amount of energy
is consumed by these systems. Power cost is an important part of overall product cost. Cus-
tomers and manufacturers are interested in cheaper options. Similarly, increasing amount of
energy consumption is a reason for augmentingCO2 footprint in atmosphere by Information
and Communication Technologies (ICTs). Currently ICT industry is contributing around
2%. This is creating environmental problems. Government agencies and environmental or-
ganizations are taking measures to overcome this problem [1]. Moreover, with the passage
of time Internet usage is not simpler like sending email or consulting text web-pages. With
the advancement in technology, Internet traffic also became advanced. Internet users access
multimedia contents, graphically rich files and online television streaming etc. This kind
of Internet traffic requires efficient services. Also, users demand an augmented quality of



experience. This trend created an atmosphere of competition among service providers. Ul-
timately, Internet vendors are obliged to deploy high energy consuming devices to fulfill the 
requirements of Internet traffic and to provide better services as compared to their competi-
tors. All above discussed issues caused an immense increase of energy consumption in large
scale distributed systems. It has become very important to control energy increase in such
systems. As a first step, it is obligatory to know energy consumption behavior in large scale 
distributed systems. This can lead us to point out potential areas to target energy reduction.
Energy management in large scale distributed systems is hot research domain. Researchers
are contributing in energy efficient large scale distributed systems [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .

Figure 1 Internet users during last few years [9].

One of the popular example of large scale distributed systems is content distribution
network, also called content delivery networks. According to [10], CDNs will handle around
two-third (62%) of Internet traffic by 2019 globally, up from 39% in 2014. It consists of
geographically distributed network of surrogate servers which are responsible to deliver
web content and rich media to Internet users. It contains content as multiple copies on
strategically dispersed surrogate servers. Figure 2 shows a typical CDN architecture. At
large scale, it can have many hundreds of servers around the world, making it possible
for the content provider to send the same web content to several users in an efficient and
reliable way. Content delivery is performed even when bandwidth is limited or there are
peaks in demand. The world’s largest content delivery network Akamai International have
more than 175, 000 servers in more than 100 countries around the world. It uses a basic
methodology of edge caching to speed the delivery of content to client computing devices.
Edge caching is storing replicas of all type of content in many surrogate servers around
the edges of the Internet, so that client requests can be served by a local edge server
rather than by a remotely placed origin server. End users experience a faster delivery of
websites and web applications. It is well appropriated for distributing audio, video, and
Internet television (IPTV) programming. It depends on the requirements of Internet service
provider (ISP) who can also use it to deliver static or dynamic Web contents. Explosive



increase in streaming of rich media contents and higher customer requirements about quality
of experience (QoE) is setting a trend to deploy private CDNs. It provides content and
applications owners like e-commerce web-sites, media properties, and cloud computing
enterprises the benefits of improving users’ experience which ultimately increases customer
loyalty, lower abandonment rates and augment ad impressions. It makes content delivery
process more secure, for example to help to absorb and mitigate a denial of service attack.

A.Feldmann et al. [11] have analyzed the energy trade-offs among different content
delivery architectures. They took three content distribution architectures (data centers, Peer-
to-peer and CDN). They conclude that CDNs are clear winner in terms of total energy costs
among all three described content delivery architectures. Lynar et al. analyze different grid
workloads and examine the impact of a number of resource allocation policies on energy
consumption [12]. Different solutions have been proposed to conserve energy consumption
in CDN. One of the popular techniques is to turn-off or to sleep surrogate servers which
have lower loads. This technique uses the method of anti-load-balancing [13]. Cluster-level
shut-down techniques are also proposed [14] to conserve energy. But, our purpose is not
to propose energy conservation techniques, rather to analyze energy consumption trends
under different scenarios. However, it can help researchers to find opportunities to conserve
energy.

Load models focus on working hosts only and are sufficient to compute energy con-
sumption for servers which are active 24/7 [15]. On the basis of computed values, it is
equally possible to provide a general assessment of the system by the help of Green per-
formance indicators [16]. Load models consider the utilization of servers. After switching
on surrogate servers, their active energy consumption is function of their utilization. We
adopted this form of model which is suitable in our case.

In order to evaluate a CDN, it is important to know how resources are utilized. It
is observed that in normal conditions, surrogate servers average utilization remains low
as compared to their capacity [13]. In this paper, we have evaluated surrogate servers
average utilization under different scenarios i.e. by changing number of requests, varying
frequency of client requests and using different number of surrogate servers. However,
energy consumption behavior is very important to know to proceed towards energy saving
mechanisms. In our work, we have evaluated energy consumption trends in surrogate servers
under various scenarios as discussed previously. We also considered the energy cost of
individual client request. It is important to note that energy consumption of transporting
contents is not included in the scope of this study. The basic purpose is to enhance user
experience. When a client makes a request for some particular content, he expects less delay
in content serving. Higher delays in content serving effect quality of experience of end
users. A metric of mean response time of client requests is used to have an idea of global
user experience towards services. So, mean response time of user requests is important to
evaluate. In this paper, we have evaluated mean response time of client requests under all
proposed scenarios. Hit ratio is also computed to have a view of performance.

2 CDN Utilization

A surrogate server is considered to be utilized when it receives content request from
end user. A content request can be served in three different ways depending upon request
redirection mechanism.



Figure 2 A typical CDN architecture.

1. When an end user sends a request for a content. As shown in Figure 3, end user request
is forwarded towards a surrogate server s1. When s1 receives a request, it locks a
resource. It checks for required content in its cache. If content exists in cache, it sends
content to end user. Hence, content request is completed.

2. If s1 does not have requested content, neighbors can cooperate to complete content
request as shown in Figure 4. In case of cooperation, it forward content request to s2.
Upon receiving content request, s2 also locks a resource. It checks for content in cache.
If it has requested content, it sends to s1 which updates cache and finally sends content
to end user.

3. If s1 and its neighbors do not have requested content in the caches, then s1 pulls content
from origin server as shown in Figure 5. s1 updates content in cache and sends it to
end user.

Utilization of a surrogate server s, can be modeled as ratio of current number of client
requests s is serving to its capacity [17]. Utilization ratio (UtilRatio) of s during the time
intervals from t1 to t2 is computed as

UtilRatios[t1,t2]
=

ReqCurrs[t1,t2]

ReqMaxs
(1)

ReqCurr shows current number of client requests surrogate server s is serving. A capacity
of surrogate server is presented as ReqMax. So, utilization (Util) of a surrogate server s
between time intervals ti and tj (tj > ti) is computed as:

Utils[ti,tj ] =

∑j−1
k=iUtilRatios[tk,tk+1]

(tk+1 − tk)

tj − ti
(2)



Figure 3 Surrogate server s1 have requested content in its cache and serves it to end user.

Figure 4 Surrogate server s1 does not have requested content and cooperates with neighboring
server s2 to serve requested content to end user.

Hence, utilization Util of a surrogate server s during a life time T of an experiment will
be:

Utils = Utils[0,T ]
(3)



Figure 5 Surrogate server s1 pulls requested content from origin server, in case when neither s1
nor s2 has requested content in their caches.

3 CDN Energy Consumption

Surrogate servers have the main role to distribute content in content distribution net-
works. They are one of the major contributor of energy consumption. When a surrogate
server has no activity, it spend constant power which is also called idle power consump-
tion. When it is utilized, its power consumption is augmented from constant power. The
power consumption caused by utilization of a surrogate server is called dynamic power
consumption. In this context, energy consumption is considered to be proportional to the
ratio of current requests a surrogate server is serving against maximum number of requests
a surrogate server can handle. Energy consumption in surrogate servers is computed by
using metric of surrogate server utilization. When a surrogate server s is turned on and it
does not have any request to serve, it consumes a constant power PConss . It shows least
possible power consumed by s. When a surrogate server is fully loaded by end user requests,
it consumes PFulls . Rest of power consumed by s depends on its utilization. Hence, power
consumption of surrogate server s between time intervals t1 and t2 is Ps:

Ps[t1,t2]
= PConss +

ReqCurrs[t1,t2]

ReqMaxs
(PFulls − PConss) (4)

Energy consumption between time ti and tj E[ti,tj ] can be calculated as [17]:

Es[ti,tj ]
=

j−1∑
k=i

Ps[tk,tk+1]
∗ (tk+1 − tk) (5)

Es[ti,tj ]
=

j−1∑
k=i

(PConss +
ReqCurrs[tk,tk+1]

ReqMaxs
(PFulls − PConss)) ∗ (tk+1 − tk) (6)



Es[ti,tj ]
= (tj − ti) ∗ PConss +

1

ReqMaxs
(PFulls − PConss)

j−1∑
k=i

ReqCurrs[tk,tk+1]
∗ (tk+1 − tk)

(7)

When we link utilization and energy consumption models, we obtain:

Es[ti,tj ]
= (tj − ti) ∗ PConss + (PFulls − PConss) ∗ Us[ti,tj ]

(8)

Energy consumed E by a surrogate server s from time when it is turned-on till the end of
execution time T during an experiment is shown as follows:

Es = Es[0,T ]
(9)

The model is based on generic linear utilization aware approach that is enough flexible and
scalable to be suitable from individual server level to federated cloud systems.

4 Load-Balancing in CDN

One of the most popular request redirection policy in CDN, known as load-balancing is
to distribute the load of client requests evenly among surrogate servers [13, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24]. The basic purpose of this policy is to enhance performance by spreading the
load of requests across multiple servers in order to ensure that surrogate servers do not get
overloaded. Load-balancing also avoids congestion of requests traffic towards fewer servers
hence clients observe augmented quality of experience.

Different methods are used to get load-balancing mechanism. For example, Round robin,
Least Connections and Predictive Node. According to Round robin technique, the load
balancer distributes the traffic equally among all surrogate servers, regardless of existing
load and performance. Least Connections techniques assign newly arrived requests to server
in the pool with the least connections. In Predictive Node method, surrogate servers in the
pool are observed over time and trends are analyzed. The load balancer sends requests to
the surrogate server that it believes will soon have the best performance.

We have considered Load-balance policy for request redirection. According to this pol-
icy, client requests are forwarded to surrogates randomly. We considered Zipf’s distribution
to distribute load among surrogate servers. We used zipfUnbalance parameter having values
from 0 to 1. For load-balance policy zipfUnbalance parameter z is set to 0. The value 0
of zipfUnbalance parameter z creates uniform distribution. According to this policy all the
surrogate servers have equal probability to serve the client requests. So, the content requests
from the clients to the servers can be redirected to any of them. Therefore all the surrogates
have the equal chance to get the client demands throughout the execution time. The advan-
tage of the policy is to improve the performance by balancing the workload intelligently.
Instead of concentrating on fewer servers, the requests are distributed to all of the available
servers. The availability of the surrogate servers is important in case of better quality of
experience. This policy is useful when high availability of the services is required.



5 Simulation Testbed

In order to evaluate the energy consumption and quality of services of CDN over different
configurations we need a testbed that provides us analytical simulation environment because
the CDN real time applications are hard to get for research purposes. This environment
includes:

• System model simulating the CDN infrastructure

• Network topology generator

• Website generator

• Client request stream generator

5.1 System Model:

A suitable simulation environment for this purpose is CDNsim [25]. CDNsim simulates
a main CDN infrastructure and is implemented in the C++ programming language. It is
based on the OMNeT++ library which provides a discrete event simulation environment.
All networking issues, like surrogate server selection, propagation, queuing, bottle-necks
and processing delays are computed dynamically via CDNsim, which provides a detailed
implementation of the TCP/IP protocol, implementing packet switching, packet retransmis-
sion upon misses, freshness, etc. It allows to add new client redirection policies.
We consider the case of 100 identical surrogate servers where each server can handle 500
connections at the same time. These surrogate servers are located in different locations of
the world. Cache size of the surrogate server is described in the percentage bytes of the
total size of the content provider’s website. The caches of the surrogate servers are updated
regularly using LRU cache replacement policy. It means that the most recently requested
objects are retained in the cache and the older are removed to save the space. The clients
are divided into 100 groups distributed all over the world.

5.2 Network Topology:

We used a real Internet topology of AS-level, having 3037 routers, that consists of
routing data collected from 7 BGP peers dispersed at different locations. The backbone
network topology has a set of routers. The other network entities like surrogate servers,
origin server and clients are connected randomly to the router backbone. The clients and
servers’ distributions have an impact on the system performance. According to Akmai
International quarterly report [26], global average connection speed for broadband Internet
remained 4.6Mbs in the second quarter of 2014. Speed of the link is set to 6 Mbps, in order
to have meaningful utilization of the surrogate servers without disturbing the generality.

5.3 Website Generation:

A synthetic but realistic website having 50000 objects of 1GB total size, is generated.
For the size of the objects, Zipfian distribution is used [27]. Parameter z is used to modify
the distribution.



5.4 Requests Stream Generation:

A request stream generator is used that takes the website graph and generates requests 
stream using random walks [27].

5.4.1 Popularity Distribution:

Not all the website objects are requested with the same frequency. Popularity of the 
objects in a website graph is considered using Zipfian distribution [27]. The higher values 
of the parameter z cause the handling of most of the requests to the smaller number of 
objects.

5.4.2 Popularity-size Correlation of Objects:

As different objects in a website can have different popularity and size. There may and 
may not be a correlation between size and popularity. The correlation between size and 
popularity is considered to have the values in a range from −1 to 1. Negative values indicate 
that an object smaller in size will have more popularity than the larger ones and vice versa. 
The value 0 lies in between the two extremes where objects popularity is not related to the 
size of the objects.

Table 1 shows summary of simulation parameters, used in our experiments.

5.5 Evaluation Metrics:

In order to proceed gradually, first we tested our approach with a warm-up phase of a 
50000 requests of traffic (not shown here). After that we performed the experiments with 
the traffic of 1 million of requests, that is evaluated here. The following measures have been 
taken into account.

5.5.1 Utilization of Surrogate Servers.

We compute the average of each surrogate servers’ utilization. The values of surrogate 
servers’ utilization range from 0 to 1 (see Section 2). The higher values indicate that most 
of the time a surrogate server was busy to handle the content requests.

5.5.2 Surrogate Server Energy Consumption.

It is the power consumed by a surrogate server or a set of surrogates during a time 
period. We evaluated energy consumption in joules (see Section 3).

5.5.3 Energy Per Request.

It is average energy consumed in Joules by a request during the simulation process. It is 
obtained by dividing the total energy consumed during the simulation divided by the total 
number of requests.

5.5.4 Mean Response Time for Client Requests.

It exhibits the average user experience to the CDN. It is the ratio of the summation of 
the time taken to fulfill all client requests to the total request number. Lower values of mean 
response time are desired to quickly serve required contents.



Table 1 Summary of simulation parameters

Parameter Experiment set 1 Experiment set 2
Website size 1GB
Website number of objects 50000
Website z for size 1
Size vs. popularity correlation 0

Number of requests
2× 105, 4× 105,
6× 105, 8× 105,
106

106

Mean interval time of requests 0.0033
0.01, 0.005,
0.0033, 0.0025,
0.002, 0.00125

Distribution of the interval time exponential
Requests stream z 1

Link speed 16Mbps
Network topology backbone type AS
Number of routers in network back-
bone 3037

Number of surrogate servers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 30

Processing specifications Intel (R) Xeon (R) E5620
Number of incoming connections
per surrogate server 500

Number of outgoing connections
per surrogate server 500

Number of client groups 100
Number of content providers (Ori-
gin server) 1

Number of incoming connections
per origin server 3500

Cache size percentage of the web-
site’s size 40%

Cache replacement policy LRU
Load-unbalancing parameter (Zi-
fUnbalance) z value 0

Number of seeds 10 20



5.5.5 Hit Ratio.

It is the ratio of served client requests to the total requests, served by a surrogate server 
without cooperation with other surrogate server or origin server. It is presented in percentage. 
Higher values of hit ratio are desired since they cause lower response times and minimal 
cooperation [28].

5.5.6 Failed Requests.

It exhibits client requests for contents which are not fulfilled. It is also called aborted 
requests. This is shown in percentage value. Lower values of failed requests shows better 
QoE. Higher number of failed requests are caused due to different factors like congestion 
on surrogate servers, unavailability of services etc.

6 Results
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Figure 6 Surrogate servers average utilization vs. number of client requests for different number of
surrogate servers.

6.1 Surrogate Server Utilization:

Figures 6 and 7 show the average utilization of the surrogate servers for different number
of surrogate servers to serve different number of client requests. The x-axis represents
number of client requests. Utilization of the surrogate servers has a non linear relation with
the number of surrogate servers as shown in Figure 7. It decreases with the increase in the
number of surrogate servers except in case of 30 and 40 surrogate servers where utilization
is very close. The utilization curve becomes lower as the number of servers increases from
10 to 50. In case of 10 surrogate servers, the average utilization curve shows the highest
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Figure 7 Surrogate servers average utilization vs. number of surrogate servers serving different
number of client requests.
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Figure 8 Surrogate servers average utilization vs. mean inter-arrival time of client requests. A case
of 30 surrogate servers serving 1000k requests.

values while in case of 50 servers the utilization of the surrogate servers is the lowest. The
reason for decrease in the utilization is, if we increase the number of surrogate servers for
the same number of client requests then the client requests will be divided into smaller parts.
In this case, smaller infrastructure shows better utilization than bigger infrastructure while
balancing the client requests load. It is the number of requests and the duration of serving a
request that makes the utilization of the surrogate servers (see Equation (2)). According to



this policy, there is low congestion at the surrogate servers, as the traffic is divided randomly
to all the surrogate servers and the traffic at hand is not too high.

The impact of the number of requests is more important here. The utilization of the
surrogate servers increases with the increase in the number of client requests as shown in
Figure 6. If we have a constant number of surrogate servers and we increase the number of
requests, it takes more time to serve these requests that increases the utilization. In case of
200k requests, the number of requests is very low for the infrastructure which shows very
low utilization as compared to the rest.

Surrogate server utilization increases with decrease in inter-arrival time of requests.
In other words, we can say, if frequency of client requests for contents is increased the
utilization of surrogate servers is also augmented as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows
behavior of average utilization of 30 surrogate servers serving client requests with different
mean inter-arrival time. When frequency of client requests is lower then surrogate servers
have lesser number of connections, hence they have lower loads. Acceleration in client
requests for contents augments the number of connections at surrogate server and results
into higher loads.

So we can conclude that in the Load-Balance policy, the average utilization of the
surrogate servers increases with the increase in the network traffic i.e. number of client
requests while the average utilization of the surrogate servers decreases with the increase
in the number of surrogate servers.
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Figure 9 Surrogate servers energy consumption vs. number of client requests for different number
of surrogate servers.

6.2 Energy Consumption and Energy per Request:

Figures 9 and 10 present the impact of the number of surrogate servers and the number
of requests to the energy consumed by the surrogate servers. Figure 10 shows the gradual
increase in the total energy consumption by these sets of surrogate servers with increase
in number of surrogate servers. There is a linear relation between the number of surrogate
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Figure 10 Surrogate servers energy consumption vs. number of surrogate servers for different
number of client requests.
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Figure 11 Surrogate servers energy consumption vs. mean inter-arrival time of client requests. A
case of 30 surrogate servers serving 1000k requests.

servers and the energy consumed by the surrogate servers. A surrogate server consumes
constant energy when turned-on, the rest of the energy is proportional to its utilization (see
Equation (8)). So, in case of more surrogate servers, utilization of the surrogate servers is
decreased but in case of energy consumption, it increases with the increase in the number of
surrogate servers. In this case, the impact of the constant energy consumption by surrogate
servers is higher than the impact of utilization of the surrogate servers, as surrogate servers
have low utilization.
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Figure 12 Energy per request vs. number of client requests for different number of surrogate
servers.
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Figure 13 Energy per request vs. number of surrogate servers, serving different number of client
requests.

There is a linear relation between the number of requests and energy consumed by sur-
rogate servers as shown in Figure 9. There is increase in energy consumption as the number
of requests increases. Smaller number of client requests causes low power consumption
in the surrogate servers. More requests increase the simulation time. As energy is directly
proportional to the time consumed, so more requests ultimately result in increased energy
consumption.
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Figure 14 Energy per request vs. mean inter-arrival time of requests. A case of 30 surrogate
servers serving 1000k requests.

Figure 11 presents energy consumption by 30 surrogate servers with different frequency
of client requests for contents. It shows higher energy is consumed when frequency of
client requests is lower and the curve lowers-down when there is increase in frequency of
client requests. It is normal because when there are lesser client requests, surrogate servers
are also less loaded. Lesser mean inter-arrival time of requests slows down the process of
execution of all requests. Hence, surrogate servers are powered-on longer to serve client
requests when frequency of requests is lower. Constant power consumption of surrogate
servers becomes higher than the dynamic power consumption. Therefore, we observe higher
energy consumption by surrogate servers when they have lower loads for longer time. In
contrast, when frequency of client requests is increased, though surrogate servers are more
loaded but for lesser time. It increases dynamic energy consumption but decreases higher
constant energy consumption. When client requests frequency is highly increased which
augmented enough dynamic energy consumption and we observe smaller peak in surrogate
servers energy consumption e.g. when mean inter-arrival time of requests is augmented to
0.00125.

Figures 12 and 13 show the energy consumed per request over the different number of
requests for different number of surrogate servers. Figure 12 shows exponential decrease in
the energy consumed per request with the increase in the number of client requests. With
the smaller number of client requests, the surrogate server caches are less intelligent. If the
surrogate server does not have the demanded object in its cache, it asks to the neighboring
surrogate servers. So in case of less traffic of client requests, more cooperation among
surrogate servers occurs that causes increase in the energy consumption in the other surrogate
servers as well. As the client requests traffic increases the caches of surrogate servers start to
be more intelligent and they start to cache the popular objects that increase the probability
of serving the contents by the surrogate servers receiving the requests by the clients directly.
In that case the overall energy consumption by the platform of the surrogate servers is
decreased. The difference of energy consumption among the number of requests decreases



with the increase in number of requests. It is because of gradual increase in smartness of
caches.

The energy consumption per request also increases when there are more surrogate
servers turned on for serving the same number of client requests traffic (Figure 13). Similar
to increase in number of requests, increase in client requests frequency also decrease in
energy per request as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 15 Mean response time vs. number of client requests for different number of surrogate
servers.
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Figure 16 Mean response time vs. number of surrogate servers, serving different number of client
requests.
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Figure 17 Mean response time vs. mean inter-arrival time of requests. A case of 30 surrogate
servers serving 1000k requests.

6.3 Mean Response Time:

Response time is important for client satisfaction to the service provided. Smaller re-
sponse time is better for client satisfaction. Figure 15 shows that as the number of client
requests is increased there is a gradual decrease in mean response time for any number of
surrogate servers. The reason behind this decrease in response time is when we have small
number of client requests, the caches of the surrogate servers are not mature and behave
like dumb caches. As there are more requests sent to the surrogate servers to serve, with
the increase in demand they start to become smarter since the cache replacement policy
(LRU) remove older objects to keep popular ones. The contents which are demanded more
frequently (popular contents), the surrogate servers caches try to keep them in their caches
and delete the unpopular contents to save the space. When a client requests for the popular
content, there is more probability of availability of content in the cache of the server so
there are more chances that the content will be served directly by the surrogate server and
thus the response time is smaller. While if a surrogate server cache is small or empty, then
it does not differentiate among the contents whether popular or unpopular, so when a client
requests for the content, if the surrogate server does not have the content in its cache, it asks
to the neighboring surrogate servers for the contents. Increase in client requests frequency
increases mean response time as exhibited in Figure 17. More requests at the same time
increase congestion on surrogate servers which results in delay to serve client requests. But
at the same time, more requests make caches of surrogate servers smarter. Which should
decrease mean response time. Hence, when impact of cache smartness overcomes impact
of delay caused by congestion, we observe decrease in mean response time e.g. response
time decreases when client requests frequency is highest (mean inter-arrival time of client
requests = 0.00125) in our experiments.

As the client request is not satisfied directly and the request is sent to the other servers,
that takes time. The response time for the client request completion is therefore increased.



In Figure 16, any number of servers shows the same behavior of mean response time with
the change in the number of client requests as described earlier. The impact of the number of
surrogate servers is low. Since the client requests are distributed in an uniform way, which
does not cause the problem of congestion on nodes and low bandwidth.
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Figure 18 Hit ratio (%) vs. number of client requests for different number of surrogate servers.
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Figure 19 Hit ratio (%) vs. number of surrogate servers, serving different number of client requests.
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Figure 20 Hit ratio vs. mean inter-arrival time of requests. A case of 30 surrogate servers serving
1000k requests.

6.4 Hit Ratio:

Figures 18 and 19 illustrate the hit ratio in percentage. It shows the quality of infrastruc-
ture management. If a client request is sent for some specific contents, its request is directed
towards the corresponding surrogate server. If target surrogate server has the contents, it
sends the contents to client and release the connection. If the surrogate server does not have
the demanded contents, it needs the cooperation of other surrogate servers. Hit ratio shows
the degree of the client requests which are completed directly by the surrogate server that
receives the client requests and sends the contents back to client without the cooperation of
the other surrogate servers. The direct completion of requests without cooperation helps to
minimize the response time. However, impact of smartness of caches remains stable when
client request frequency is increased until it reaches up-to a level e.g. We see decrease in hit
ratio when mean inter-arrival time of requests is 0.0125 as shown in Figure 20. Figure 19
shows that hit ratio is better when the number of servers is smaller while with the increase in
number of surrogate servers, hit ratio decreases. When we have small number of surrogate
servers, all the client requests come to these surrogates servers, as explained earlier, with
the time, caches of surrogate servers become smarter and start to cache the popular objects
that increases the probability of request completion.

The question is why the response time for the smaller number of surrogate servers is
higher while having higher hit ratio? The response is : The value of hit ratio depends on the
direct satisfaction of client request from targeted surrogate server. Hit ratio does not depend
on the time for the completion of request. It does not care if a request takes lot of time to be
completed. It does not take into account the congestion on the nodes. A request completion
from the path with no congestion and delay and a request completion from the congested
path with the double or triple delay have the same value for hit ratio but they definitely have
different response time.



6.5 Failed Requests:

When frequency of client of requests is very high then we observe some failed requests 
(also called aborted requests). When mean inter-arrival time of client requests is 0.00125, 
the failed requests are 0.5%.

7 Conclusion

Content Distribution Networks are capturing a big part of Internet traffic worldwide. 
Hence, addressing problems regarding resource utilization and energy consumption in CDN 
is crucial to cope with the issues of continuously increasing infrastructure size and users of 
Internet. We have presented how CDN behaves in different scenarios. This paper provides 
a view of trends for resource utilization, energy consumption and some other important 
metrics in CDN evaluation. We have also presented a utilization-aware model for energy 
consumption in CDN. It is found that Internet traffic size and frequency has a considerable 
impact on CDN metrics. Similarly, CDN infrastructure size also plays an important role in 
changing CDN behavior. It is observed that :

• CDN resources have better utilization if CDN infrastructure is smaller, client requests
traffic is augmented or intensity of load is increased.

• Increase in CDN infrastructure size and client requests traffic volume cause increase in
energy consumption. The first is caused due to increase in constant energy consumption
while latter is the result of increase in dynamic energy consumption.

• CDN infrastructure does not much impact delay in client requests completion. How-
ever, end users experience better delay when CDN becomes mature with higher traffic
volumes but increase in frequency of client requests cause higher response time.

• Surrogate server caches become smarter by handling more requests but increase in
infrastructure size and increase in intensity impacts it negatively.

• Higher frequency of client requests decrease user experience by dropping some client
requests.
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